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I contacted Sony directly and they were very kind and helpful. I even received a phone call
from a nice person. Â She said that the reason they were not being sold for Windows 7 is

because Sony considers it a Legacy OS. When I asked why they consider Windows 7 a
Legacy OS, she said that because they are only supporting Windows 7 through Windows 10
and that they are trying to leverage their PC business in other areas. I just purchased the

original Windows 7 32-bit disc, which came in a little box, but I have no idea if it came with
any installation media. I just bought it from Amazon. Â I plan on reloading a copy on a

different partition and restoring from that. since I got it, and I have a feeling that it is not
even compatable with my new laptop, (its a Toshiba) because at the bottom it reads Toshiba

Laptop. Also, I tried to install Windows 10 Home 32-bit OS, but I gave it an error that says
something about there being no drivers for my computer at all. whilst most of the on line

reviews state that these work on any new machine, is this correct? will the drivers only work
on a specific model? I have purchased the same version of these drivers on more than one

occasion, and paid for shipping and processing for many of them, but they all say they do not
work on my machine. Will it help to download the oem brander version (for different

machines) that the CD-ROM is supposed to come with, and then install them? Toshiba is a
made in toshiba is brand of laptops and desktops www.toshiba.com/us/laptops.html and its

not a model with the same name A Toshiba Satellite L755D-31PU is a 32 bit windows 7 home
premium is compatible with the Acer Aspire 7636 Windows 7 Home Premium OEM – 32 bit
however no hardware is listed on what version you have, if its too old or too new the OEM
isnt going to care what OS. whilst most of the on line reviews state that these work on any

new machine, is this correct? will the drivers only work on a specific model? . OEM
Manufacturer or Branding: it will work on any machine that was made in toshiba of any name
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